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Lose the lecture:
Gamble on
peer-to-peer
learning
Photograph of gamblers at a craps table in the Aladdin Hotel, Las Vegas, Nevada circa
early 1970s, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 1971. Bill Willard Collection 0333 0139.
Special Collections & Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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[image of woman gambling at craps table as a dealer and two men look on]
Thanks for coming to our presentation on peer-to-peer learning as an alternative to
the traditional lecture-based class. My name is Mark, and Brittany, Chelsea, and I are
all Teaching and Learning Librarians at the University of Nevada Las Vegas.
As Teaching and Learning Librarians, a big part of our job is providing instructional
and research support to general education courses that come up in an undergraduate
student’s first year. A couple of the big ones are first-year English and First Year
Seminar. In this presentation, we are going to share the story of how we worked
together to design a lesson plan for a rather challenging First Year Seminar class.

Where are we headed?
● Principles
● What We Did
● What You Might Try
● Activity & Sharing
Slide of a man and a car in Government Park, Boulder City, Nevada, circa mid 1930s.
Manis Collection. Digital Collections, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.
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[image of man standing next to a car and looking at a directional sign for Boulder
Dam, Boulder Ferry, and Kingman]
Even though we’re going to share some details about a particular instructional
challenge, our work has its roots in more general principles from scholarship of
teaching and learning in composition and library instruction. I am going to introduce
the principles that informed our planning. After that, Chelsea will walk you through
the lesson plan that we came up with. Finally, Brittany will share some considerations
for applying our strategies to your teaching.

Why consider alternatives to lecture?
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Film transparency of the Las Vegas Day train ride, Las Vegas, circa 1980. Elbert Edwards Photo Collection.
Digital Collections, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.

[image of child sleeping face down on a reclining sofa with a toy truck next to him]
So, why even consider alternatives to the traditional lecture format?
Lecture gives students a relatively limited set of opportunities for learning about the
subject matter: they can listen to what you are saying, they can watch your slides,
and they can take notes on what they see and hear. Ideally, they can ask questions
as well, but the relative passivity of listening, watching, and even taking notes can lull
students into silence.
This is especially true if, like us, you would be lecturing on ways to work with
information effectively. Unless you are a very gifted lecturer, you can knock people
out pretty quickly.
By contrast, the approach that we are sharing today gives students a set of more
active ways to work with the subject matter. Our approach is to establish a low-stakes
environment, have students work in groups to accomplish carefully selected learning
tasks, then report out to the class about what they have learned.

Low-stakes assignments (Elbow, 1997)
Frequent practice of communication
skills leads to better learning.
Students practice finding their own
words for the subject matter.
Instructors get to see how students
understand the subject matter.
Brief, positive feedback is best -students learn primarily from practice.
bit.ly/losethelecture

Film transparency of a chimpanzee with slot machines at the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas,
circa late 1950s early 1960s. Sands Hotel Photographs Collection. Digital Collections,
University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.

[image of a chimpanzee in a suit playing a slot machine as people look on]
The strategy of using low-stakes work comes from composition scholar Peter Elbow.
In a nutshell, it’s the idea that frequent writing opportunities with a low grading weight
attached (or no grade at all) will give students a relatively good chance of learning
writing through the practice of writing. This is especially true in comparison to
assigning only one or two heavily graded writing assignments over the course of the
semester. Frequent writing also gives instructors more opportunities to see where
students are as they wrestle with the subject matter.
Another element of Elbow’s approach is that the instructor does not need to provide
extensive feedback on every assignment in order for students to learn from the
assignment. The practice opportunities themselves are most important for learning
about what works and what doesn’t. Briefly provide supportive comments on what
worked, and the students can bring that feedback with them to the next assignment or
project. Elbow himself puts it eloquently: “When we assign a [communication task]
and don’t comment on it, we are not not-teaching: we are actively setting up powerful
conditions for learning by getting students to do something they wouldn’t do without
the force of their teaching” (p. 11).

Constructivism
Who has written about constructivist methods in
your discipline? For us, it’s Cooperstein &
Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004.
Instructor provides opportunities for students to
construct their own meaning. Learning follows
experience; not the other way around.
Application:
●
●
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Select a task, let students figure it out with
your support.
Group work reinforces the creation of
meaning (explaining, asking questions).

Photograph of Sands Hotel and Casino Tower construction, Las Vegas,
April, 1965. Sands Hotel Photographs Collection. Digital Collections,
University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas,
Nevada.

[image of construction worker giving thumbs up to construction worker operating
crane in front Sands Hotel Tower]
Our approach also bears a strong influence from constructivist theory. A nice thing
about constructivism is that it has been around long enough and has been influential
enough that you can probably find literature on applying constructivist theory to
teaching in your discipline. In our discipline of library instruction, that literature really
takes off with Cooperstein & Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004.
There are a few different varieties of constructivism, but in essence they boil down to
the idea that students learn most completely when they have the opportunity to
construct their own meaning, as opposed to passively receiving the meaning of the
subject matter from the instructor. Rather than hear an explanation of the subject
matter and then an opportunity to practice, students in a constructivist classroom
undergo a directed experience of the subject matter, then find concepts to capture
their experience. When successful, the learning experience builds on students’
existing knowledge base, making them develop or revise their existing knowledge in
light of a new experience.
In library instruction, we tend to support students in constructing meaning for
themselves in a couple of ways:
●
Rather than tell students how to use the library, we let them figure it out with
our support. Rather than give students step-by-step instructions, a
constructivist teacher will give students a carefully selected task and let them

●
●

figure out how to complete it. The students construct meaning for themselves
as they go.
We frequently have students work in groups. Asking questions and explaining
what you are doing to someone else is an important part of learners
constructing meaning. Finding words for what they are doing provides an
extra opportunity for students to cement their learning. So we make
peer-to-peer instruction a big part of our plan.

The Limiting Factor
Active learning takes time:
●

●
●

Plan ahead: what is the quickest
way to get students on board for
the day’s activities?
Focus on the essentials (2 to 4
learning outcomes).
BUT learning activities make it
much easier to see what students
are actually learning.
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Photograph of the clock tower at Scotty's Castle in Death Valley, California,
circa 1930s to 1950s. Fred and Maurine Wilson Photo Collection. Digital
Collections, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Las Vegas,
Nevada.

[image of clock tower standing alone in the desert]
There are tradeoffs with using an active-learning, peer-to-peer approach. The biggest
one to be aware of is that you cannot cover nearly the amount of material as you can
if it is just the instructor lecturing. The active approach makes students’ learning more
complete, but each learning outcome will take longer.
Because time is so precious with an approach like ours, it’s important to plan ahead of
time for how you will introduce the day’s activities to the students. Establish the
purpose of the activity, describe what’s going to happen in broad terms, and get out of
the way. The students will figure out the rest (with your help). And sometimes
students don’t need to go through a task from start to finish -- sometimes providing a
template can help you make better use of time.
Also, it’s important to keep your goals for the class realistic. Be ready to pare down
your outcomes for the class to just the essentials (I usually like to shoot for three).
And these are some of the principles that we keep in mind as we plan. Now Chelsea
will walk you through the plan that we came up with for our First Year Seminar class.

What we did
bit.ly/losethelecture

COLA 100LA - 25 Students -75 minutes
“The goal of this course is to help
you be a successful college
student. To achieve this, we will
cover skills and information
related to success in college as
well as learning about the
availability and use of technologies
available to UNLV students.”
-Class Description, COLA100LA syllabus, Dr.
Homer L. Simms
bit.ly/losethelecture

Photograph of computer equipment, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, circa 1991-1992
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Photo Collection
Digital Collections, University Libraries, University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. Las Vegas, Nevada.

[image of old computer equipment]
As teaching and learning librarians we focus on teaching first- and second-year
students information literacy and research skills. We cater our lessons to each class
so we know we are meeting the students at their point of need. As you can see from
this course description, this is a first year seminar course that is primarily invested in
getting students comfortable with University life and helping them gain awareness of
resources available to them.
This class also focused on technology and teaching students to manage their online
presence through their own website. We were interested in talking to the students
about the resources the library had as well as instilling good online practices, such as
citing images. We wanted to create a way to let students know about our resources
while also giving them creation skills. It can be a huge challenge as librarians to try to
relay all of the resources available to students in such a short amount of time in an
engaging way.

Learning Outcomes
1. Students will identify uses for library technologies and
resources in order to teach their classmates
2. Students will examine metadata from an image found
via the UNLV digital collections in order to write an
accurate image citation
3. Students will design a slide in Canva that showcases
library resources and technologies
bit.ly/losethelecture

One way that we center ourselves when we are overwhelmed with information we
want to share with students is considering what the most important things are that
we want students to walk away with. After brainstorming a bit about what might be
useful for these first-year students, we decided these were the three things we
wanted to ensure students took away from the class. This helped us stay on track
throughout the planning process.
You’ll see three independent components here where we focused on the resources
the library offers, good internet ethics through citing images, and actual creation of
digital content. It was important to us that they recognize the importance of citing
images when working on digital content as images are often forgotten when it comes
to citation. As these students were going to be creating their own content online we
wanted to talk to them about the importance of crediting others work in a digital
environment.

Class Session -75 minutes
Introductions & instructions: 10 minutes
Digital Collections Challenge: 10 minutes
Print Book Challenge: 15 minutes
Library Challenge #1: 10 minutes
Design Challenge: 10 minutes
Presentations: 15 minutes
Struggle share! 5 minutes
bit.ly/losethelecture

This is the structure of our class just to show you how we managed time. As you can
see we jumped in pretty quickly. Students were broken up into groups, asked to
come up with a team name, and tasked with completing a series of challenges
relating to the library. They then presented what they learned to the class so that all
the students could hear about the various resources their classmates had
investigated. At the end we had a “struggle share” - where students talked about
things that their group struggled to complete. This was meant to show that
frustration and/or mistakes are a part of the process and that’s okay as well as clue
students in to barriers they might face pursuing these resources in the future.

6 Teams - 4 Challenges
Digital Collections
Challenge
Book Challenge

Uniform
Uniform

Library Challenge

Unique

Design Challenge

Uniform
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These are the challenges we came up with by brainstorming and prioritizing all the
things we had seen students struggle with while using the library. Ultimately, through
reflection on authentic tasks and our learning outcomes we came up with this series
of challenges.
Digital Collections challenge showcased our digital collections and made students
aware of image resources that can be used in their research, presentations, etc. We
asked them to choose their favorite image and review the information about that
image to create a citation. We explicitly chose to do this because students tend to not
cite images or see images as information and we wanted to encourage responsible
behavior in a digital environment.
Print Book Challenge - Universal need and common question from first year students
- we have 5 floors of books and it isn’t super intuitive when youre looking in our
search tool how you might actually access the books. We had each group of students
find a book online using a tool they will use consistently in their research at UNLV.
They then had to go find the book in the library (where we had two of us circling, one
watching the room)
Library Challenges varied - this is where the brainstorming came in. These tasks
varied from “Using the library homepage figure out where you would get help if you
were off campus and needed help with a research question” to “What items can you

check out at the circulation desk *cue excitement about PS4s*
This is where we inserted the point of differentiation and gave the students
challenges that they would then present to their peers
Design Challenge asked the students to take what they learned in their library
challenge and reflect on when they might use it. So, for example, if they had learned
about our research consultation models they were asked to reflect upon when they
would use this in their career as a college student. This metacognitive piece was
meant to avoid students seeing this class as a list of resources, but instead to
encourage really envisioning the library as a part of their lives as students at UNLV.
After design, they presented their information to their peers. So they write in their
Canva presentation “hey the library has research consultation appointments, They
will be really useful when you’re assigned a research paper and get stuck or don't
know where to start”.
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[image of the Las Vegas Strip with title: Using the Library as a Resource and subtitle:
Are you ever at home and need help with your research project?]
Example of student work
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[image of the Las Vegas Strip with title: Librarians are here to help you and subtitle:
Text: 702-945-0822 Call: 702-895-2111 Schedule a research consultation: go to
ask.library.unlv.edu and in the upper right hand corner, click on ‘schedule research
consultation”. Once you click on this, a list of specialized librarians will appear for you
to choose from.]
Example of student work
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[image of the Las Vegas Strip with title: When will I need this? And text: this will come
in handy when typing an essay, doing a research project, when creating a citation
page, and getting more information on assignments or any topics you are curious
about.]
Example of student work

● Low-stakes
● Constructivism
● Peer-to-peer

bit.ly/losethelecture

●

●

●

Low Stakes
○
None of this was for a grade, and in fact it wasn’t even tied to
something they were being graded on. There was some level of stress
involved with presenting, but we allowed students to either go up as a
group or present alone - avoiding putting anyone in too uncomfortable
of a position.
○
They were also given such little time to design their presentations that
it actually served as a way to ensure that they didn’t take it too
seriously or put too much pressure on it.
Constructivism
○
Students worked entirely in groups, had options for contributing at a
low level or a high level, and worked together to solve problems.
○
Constructed their own meaning through their reflection and the
content they chose to share with their classmates
Peer-to-Peer learning
○
As students were constructing their meaning together in groups, they
were listening in and sharing with their peers. But as we discussed we
then took this one step further and had students teach each other
about various resources. This meant students were hearing from each

○

other ways they could use the library in the future.

What You Might Try

bit.ly/losethelecture

Suggestions
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Think like a student
Build in supports and make an imperfect example
Thoughtfully assign groups and have them create
a team name
Embrace the chaos
Be surprised
High Tech: if you use technology, pick software
they’ll have access to after graduation so they
learn a Life Skill instead of a College Skill
Really investigate your technology
Low Tech: have students create something
Creation of presentations and actual presentations
need to happen during the same class session

bit.ly/losethelecture

Photograph of class registration, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, 1971. University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Photo
Collection 0062 0045. Special Collections & Archives, University
Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

●

Go through the assignment like a student would. This will help you anticipate
issues and decide whether you want to build supports. As a bonus you will
have an idea of how long different components of the lesson will take, and an
example to share with your class. For example, I knew I wanted to make a
flowchart, but I timed myself making one and it was taking too much time. As
an instructor, I would want to make a template with some creative choices
already made so that students can spend more time creating.

●

There are many ways to make groups - you can be random, group by similar
majors, group by ability, just make sure you think about what you’re doing and
why you’re doing it. I would not recommend having them group themselves
because that feels very high stakes. Also, have them name themselves so
they immediately have a low stakes task to get to know each other besides a
‘get to know you’ activity.

●

Embrace the chaos - they will probably be loud, moving around, maybe even
leaving your classroom, it’s okay. Your students will have more questions than
you are able to answer - you do want to circulate and be available to answer
questions, but you don’t want to be too involved in their process, don’t be
afraid to cheerfully tell them that you are confident they can figure something
out on their own

●

Be surprised - they will take it seriously

●

High tech - use free software and investigate it thoroughly. For example, Cava
is a great super easy mostly free software, but there are paid parts. My plan
was to quickly download student work into a google slide show to make the
presentation part easy, but I couldn’t download slides that had paid

●

components without paying for them. It was terrible! It turned out that Canva
has its own internal Slide Show Presenter and we didn’t need to download
them at all, so really, please go through your whole lesson plan to make sure
you can discover issues and fix them

●

Low Tech - if you don’t have a fabulous computer lab classroom, that’s totally
fine, but we still think the creation component is necessary to maximize
constructivist learning and to create accountability.

●

Finally, the peer presentations really need to happen in the same class
session as the creation of the presentation. This creates a sense of urgency,
but keeps it low stakes. Students know that they will HAVE to present, so they
will need to have SOMETHING to present. But, if you separate these, then
some students are going to take it way too seriously and spend too much time
on it which is NOT the point. If you have short class periods, then have them
do the information gathering in the first class session without getting too
specific about what they will have to make and then have them create and
present in the next class session.

From Newton North High School Greengineers website

Actual
eyeglasses
from the
accident

Eye Protection Matters!
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A graduate student at UC Berkeley was working on
synthesizing a teeny tiny amount (1 gram!) of
diazonium perchlorate crystals. He transferred some
on a metal spatula (is this a good idea?) when it
EXPLODED sending fragments into his FACE. He was
wearing regular eyeglasses, which SHATTERED and
his cornea was lacerated. A researcher took the
student to the EYEWASH STATION and called campus
police ( please put 510-642-3333 into your phones
now!). The student needed EYE SURGERY and
treatment for some facial lacerations. WHY ARE THERE
NO SAFETY GOGGLES ON THIS LAB MAP?

[Image of floor plan of an engineering lab] [image of broken eyeglasses]
Student Example from Activity and Reflection Worksheet

Instructional Scenario: Lab Safety

I want students to learn:
-the locations of all important lab safety equipment
-why they need to take lab safety seriously
Challenge Ideas:
-label maps with lab safety equipment
-use The Safety Zone Blog (cenblog.org) to find a lab accident related to specific
safety equipment
High Tech:
-use Google Drawing to make blank diagram of lab, students will make a copy and
label ALL safety components and highlight their assigned equipment
-students research lab accident involving their assigned equipment on The
Safety Zone Blog (cenblog.org)
-students make 1-3 Google Slides about the accident
-present to the class
Low Tech:

-draw a blank diagram of lab and make copies, students will label ALL safety
components and highlight their assigned equipment
-students will write presentation notes on notecards
-present to the class
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[4 images of slides. Image 1 title: race and ethnicity studies with covers for the books
Their Eyes Were Watching God, The Souls of Black Folk, and Borderlands. Image 2
title: History with text. Image 3 title: Zora Neale Hurston (1891-1960) with text. Image
3 title: What White Publishers Won’t Print with text]
Student Example from Activity and Reflection Worksheet
Instructional Scenario: Literary Theory and Criticism {any survey course w/ many
subtopics}
I want students to learn:
-basic ideas of general movements
-prominent people in each movement
-how to skim
Challenge Ideas:
-read first 6 pages of intro
-read 1 page intro to movement
-skim author bio and excerpt
High Tech:
-assign students the Canva design basics tutorial
-have them log into one shared account (to make presenting easier)
-use Canva to create 2-4 slides introducing movement and sharing highlights from bio
and excerpt
-present to the class
Low Tech:

-divide up your whiteboard, give out butcher paper or printer paper, give out index
cards and use doc cam to share, etc to introduce movement and share highlights
from bio and excerpt
-present to the class
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amazing comic created by writing center consultant
Layla Barati - making a simple comic is a brilliant
alternative to a flowchart - emoji sheets could be
printed in advance for low-tech usage

[image of flow chart. Title: Do you need to use the UNLV Writing Center? With text.]
[image of 4-panel comic with conversations between emojis. Title: Can You Help Me
with…]
Student Example from Activity and Reflection Worksheet
Instructional Scenario: Campus Orientation
I want students to learn:
-what campus services exist
-where they are located
-who should use each office
Challenge Ideas:
-review available information online
-interview employee from that service
-determine who should use that office and when
High Tech:
-use Google Drive to create a folder for each group with: name of office, interview
questions, directions for PiktoChart (or easel.ly), example
-students research office online, look at social media, go to office, interview employee
-use PiktoChart or easel.ly to create flowchart
-present to the class
Low Tech:
-give students folder with: name of office, map with location, interview questions,
printouts of website and social media, example

-students read materials, go to office, interview employee
-students draw flowchart
-present to the class

Activity & Sharing
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Time to Write

Photograph of Annabelle Plunkett, circa February 1948. University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Elbert Edwards
Photo Collection 0214 0948. Special Collections & Archives, University Libraries, University of Nevada,
Las Vegas.

● Identify the instructional
scenario you want to work
on to Lose the Lecture
● What 2-4 things do you
want students to learn?
● Brainstorm ideas for your
challenge ideas
● How are you going to
handle the low/high tech
logistics of your classroom
situation?
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[image of woman at office desk taking notes using pen and paper]

Time to Talk

● Share ideas
● Ask questions
● Be inspired
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Photograph of people smoking and talking at a party, Las Vegas (Nev.), July 15, 1951. University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, William J. Moore, Jr. Collection 0158 0036. Special Collections & Archives, University Libraries, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.

[image of a man and woman sitting at a kitchen table and two women standing near
by. The four people are drinking, smoking, and smiling.]

Questions?
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Open Source
Design
Resources
bit.ly/losethelecture

●
●
●
●
●
●

Canva
Piktochart
Google Slides
Easel.ly
Venngage
Padlet
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